IDs since the midterm
(to be combined with list of IDs before the midterm)

publisher vs bookseller
Montaigne
Stationers' Company; English book patents
privilege; copyright: 1710, 1774, 1891
dedication; patronage and its decline
appropriation; bibliothèque bleue; chapbook; romance
small merry books; small godly books
literacy (know a set of male/female figures from an early and a late period)
kinds of annotations; ex-libris; commonplacing
Gabriel Naudé
scribal publication; newsbooks/newsletters
women: as readers, producers, patrons.
Benjamin Franklin
subscription library; Philadelphia Library Company
public sphere; pamphlet; circulating library; coffee house;
Darnton's "philosophical books"; permission tacite
intensive vs extensive reading
Industrial Revolution: mail, railroad, telegraph, electricity
mechanization: cylinder press; paper making machines;
web-perfecting machine
stereotypy
daily newspaper: American colonies vs England
French vs English modes of control; caution money
Stamp Act (1712) and "taxes on knowledge" (in place until 1855)
three-decker (give example): dates, numbers, cost
serial publication
William St Clair’s thesis (demand curve, obsolescence, “tranching”)
George Gissing
Net book agreement; royalties
mass media: radio, cinema, TV
transistor; integrated circuit; internet; PC; www
"information age"; information vs knowledge
impacts of www: on reading, authoring, publishing
David Levy’s conception of a document